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Abstract. The economic man's rational behavior and information asymmetry and other reasons, 
often lead to the commercial bank has hidden the impulse of non-performing loans, resulting in 

inconsistent accounts of the situation, affecting the economic operation. In this game the situation of 
information asymmetry, evolutionary game based on the idea of the establishment of commercial 

banks and regulators in two groups of non dynamic replication system symmetry evolutionary game, 
evolutionary stable state analysis system under different circumstances. It is concluded that under 

the condition of different parameter values, the system will tend to be in a different state of 
equilibrium. 

Introduction and Literature Review 

Due to the constant changes of the macroeconomic situation at home and abroad, the domestic 

banking industry is facing the pressure of increasing the stage of non-performing loans because of 
the serious negative impact on the commercial banks of our country. In the context of 

deproductivity, destocking and deleveraging, individual companies are losing money, causing 
non-performing loans to banks and financial institutions to climb. The non-performing loan ratio 

will affect the ability of the bank to support the economy. 
In order to further study the commercial bank non-performing loans, we can start with the causes 

of non-performing loans. Only a detailed understanding of its reasons, can the right remedy. Zhao 
Yi-jun (2016) analyzed the causes of non-performing loans from a macro point of view, and 

analyzed the factors of non-performing loan ratio [3]. By analyzing the present situation, Ji Min and 
Li Ang (2016) think that the factors of non-performing loans include: macroeconomic factors, 

banks' own factors, real estate industry factors [4]. Yi Li (2016) believes that people's weak credit 
consciousness and other reasons led to personal non-performing loans [5]. 

Through the exploration of the causes of non-performing loans, some scholars also put forward 
some suggestions for these problems.Guo Minle (2016) puts forward concrete measures to prevent 

non-performing loans according to the situation of non-performing loans in China's commercial 
banks from 2006 to 2015[6].Tian Linfeng (2016) analyzed the influencing factors of commercial 

banks' non-performing loan rate from the macro aspect, and provided some countermeasures and 
suggestions to prevent the emergence of non-performing loans [7].Although there are a large 

number of studies on non-performing loans of commercial banks in China, they are generally static. 
The problems existing in regulators and commercial banks and the stable state of both parties under 

different parameters cannot be analyzed from the point of view of dynamic supervision. Therefore, 
based on the perspective of evolutionary game, this paper establishes a dynamic model to study the 

regulatory bodies and commercial banks in depth, considering the equilibrium state of both parties 
under different parameters. 

Game theory Model Construction between Commercial Banks and Regulators 

First, commercial banks and regulators have the characteristics of long-term continuity, second, 

commercial banks and regulators in the game information is not completely symmetrical; third, 
Commercial banks and regulators are rational agents[8]. 

During each game, commercial Banks have a certain probability to choose to hide or not to hide, 
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and regulators have a certain probability to choose inspection strategy or not to check strategy. 

Therefore, the model can be obtained from the perspective of social welfare, as shown in table 1: 
 

Table 1  model table of commercial Banks and regulators 

 

Verification; Don't hide 

Regulatory revenue function 
N

11π
: 

R-c11 Nπ  

The return function of a commercial bank
M

11π
: 

FWM 11π  

 

Verification; The hidden 

The return function of bank regulators
N

12π : Ec-12  RNπ  

 The return function of a commercial bank
M

12π
: 

EIWM 12π  

 

No verification; Don't hide 

Regulatory revenue function
N

21π : 021 
Nπ  

 The return function of a commercial bank
M

21π
: 

FWM 21π  

 

No verification; The hidden 

Regulatory revenue function
N

22π
: 

GN 22π  

 The return function of a commercial bank
M

22π
: 

IWM 22π  

 
C indicates the regulatory inspection cost paid by the regulator ;R indicates the profit from the 

regulatory choice of the inspection strategy; G indicates the loss caused by the regulator's choice not 
to verify; W indicates the normal income of the commercial bank; F said commercial banks do not 

conceal the long-term returns on non-performing loans; I mean the short-term benefits of 
commercial banks hiding non-performing loans; E indicates the amount of penalties imposed on 

commercial banks.      
Through the analysis of the above four cases, all the possible returns of commercial Banks and 

regulators under different strategies are calculated. Then the payoff matrix of the game between 
commercial Banks and regulators is given (see table 2). 
 

Table 2  revenue matrix of the game between commercial Banks and regulators 

 

type 

type 

Commercial Banks 

Don't hide: q The hidden: 1-q 

 

regulators 

check: p R-c ;W+F E-c+R  ;-E+W+I 

Do not check: 1-p 0;W+F -G  ;W+I 

The Game Model between Commercial Banks and Regulators is Solved and Analyzed 

In this section, we will analyze the strategic choice between commercial banks and regulators under 
the condition of limited rationality. The probability of choosing inspection strategy is p, the 

probability of choosing non-inspection strategy is 1-p, and the probability of commercial bank 
choosing not hiding is Q, and the probability of hiding is 1-q[9].   

According to the idea of biological evolution and replication dynamics, the replicon dynamic 
equations of regulators and the replicon dynamic equations of commercial Banks can be obtained 

respectively: 

)]-)(1()-()[1(/)( 22122111

NNNN qqppdtdppF ππππ                   （1） 

    )]-)(1()-()[1(/)( 22211211

MMMM ppqqdtdqqF ππππ                    （2） 

F( p) represents the rate of change over time in the probability of regulators choosing the "check" 

strategy, and F(q) represents the rate of change over time in the probability of commercial Banks 
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choosing "not to hide". 

The equation (1) and equation (2) is equal to zero, respectively, can be regulatory system steady 

state point (
E

IF
ppp




 *

21 ,1,0 ), and the commercial bank system steady state point 

(
GE

cGRE
qqq




 *

21 ,1,0 ), which can supply chain financial and regulatory institutions 

combine to form a system, the system has 5 dynamic system balance, respectively is (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 

0), (1, 1) and ( *p , *q ). On this basis, the jacobian matrix is used to determine whether the five 

stable states of two differential equation systems equation(1)and equation (2) are evolutionary 
stability strategies.  

The specific values of jacobian matrix in a stable state are shown in table 3: 

 

Table 3   specific values of jacobian matrix 

 

steady state p

pF



 )(
 

q

pF



 )(
 

p

qF



 )(
 

q

qF



 )(
 

（0，0） RGcE   0 0 IF   

（0，1） Rc  0 0 IF   

（1，0） GERc   0 0 EIF   

（1，1） Rc  0 0 FEI   

（p*，q*） 0 p* q* 0 

 

To GRcEA  , IFB 
,

RcC 
,

EIFD  ,in which A  for hidden in the 

commercial bank, under the condition of regulatory inspection and verification, the social benefits 
balance between B under the condition of the regulators do not check, commercial Banks are 

hiding and don't hide, the social benefits balance between C said without hiding in the commercial 

bank, regulatory inspection and verification, the social benefits balance between D said regulators 

in the case of inspection, commercial Banks social yield gap between hidden and not hide.  
Case 1: 0000  DCBA ，，，  

At this time, the stability analysis of the four stable states of the system is shown in table 4. 
 

Table 4  stability analysis of system stability at 0000  DCBA ，，，  

equilibrium point  Determinant symbol of J  Trace symbol of J  Result 

p=0，q=0  + + Unstable point  

p=0，q=1 - Uncertain saddle point 

p=1，q=0 - Uncertain saddle point 

p=1，q=1          + - ESS 

 

According to the analysis in table 4, (1,1) is the evolutionary stability strategy of the system, that 

is, regulators tend to check, commercial Banks tend not to hide. At this time, no matter what 
measures are taken by commercial Banks, the income of inspection is greater than that of 

non-inspection. Therefore, inspection is the best choice for regulators. For commercial Banks, no 
matter what measures the regulators choose, the non-concealed benefits are greater than the hidden 

ones. Therefore, it is the best choice for commercial Banks not to hide. 
Case 2: 0000  DCBA ，，，  
At this time, the stability analysis of the four stable states of the system is shown in table 5. 
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Table 5  stability analysis of system stability at 0000  DCBA ，，，  

equilibrium point  Determinant symbol of J  Trace symbol of J  Result 

p=0，q=0  - Uncertain saddle point 

p=0，q=1 - Uncertain saddle point 

p=1，q=0 - Uncertain saddle point 

p=1，q=1 - Uncertain saddle point 

 

From table 5 analysis, in this case there is no stable and unstable, this system is in a state of 
saddle points, suggesting that regulators and commercial Banks are unable to tend to a stable point, 

the whole system is in a state of cyclical swings. 
Case 3: 0000  DCBA ，，，  
 At this time, the stability analysis of the four stable states of the system is shown in table 6. 

 

Table 6 stability analysis of system stability at 0000  DCBA ，，，  

equilibrium point  Determinant symbol of J  Trace symbol of J  Result 

p=0，q=0  - Uncertain saddle point 

p=0，q=1 - Uncertain saddle point 

p=1，q=0 + - ESS 

p=1，q=1 + + Unstable point 

 

According to the analysis in table 6, (1,0) is the evolutionary stability strategy of the system, that 

is, regulators tend to check, commercial Banks tend to hide. In this case, no matter what strategy the 
regulators choose, commercial Banks always choose the concealment strategy, because the benefits 

of choosing the concealment strategy are greater than those of non-concealment. For regulators, the 
inspection strategy must be chosen if they want to get the maximum benefit.  

Conclusion 

The equilibrium state of the regulators and commercial banks is decided by both sides of the game 

together. In the case of asymmetry, the two sides have their own choice strategies, and in the 
process of repeated game, the two sides continue to improve. According to the classification, we can 

get the following conclusion. (1) when the regulatory body does not inspect, the size of the 
short-term income and the long-term income of the commercial bank determines whether the 

commercial bank chooses the concealment strategy;(2)when the commercial banks are not hidden, 
the size of the revenue and the cost of supervision that the regulators check will determine whether 

the regulator chooses the inspection strategy [10].(3)When the commercial banks are hidden , the 
revenue from the inspection of the supervision institutions and the income of the loss at the time of 

the non - inspection determines whether the regulatory authority chooses to check the strategy . 
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